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Behavior of basalt under laser-induced shock-wave application to the
planetary hypervelocity impact effect
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This paper presents the results of an investigation of the impact of laser-induced shock on basalt
samples in a water confinement regime. In order to observe the effect of laser shock-wave
propagation, in this material, the rear free surface velocity is measured by a velocimetry
interferometer system for any reflector under various specified conditions. Parameters for an
elastoplastic constitutive law and the Kanel’s damage model are provided and have been set up in
such a way to ensure good correlation between numerical simulations and laboratory experiments.
These resultant material properties, identified for the basalt sample studied here, could be used in
future investigations looking to further correlating residual effects in material with pressure levels
induced by water confined laser-matter interaction. This is of particular importance in meteoritics
and planetary science due to the fact that hypervelocity impacts represent a major event taking place
in the solar system, and shock waves generated during hypervelocity impacts can significantly affect
physical properties of extraterrestrial materials and solid solar system bodies such as Mars, the
Moon, asteroids, and others. © 2011 Laser Institute of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For investigations of the effects of hypervelocity impacts
on the solid solar system bodies �e.g., Earth, Mars, the
Moon, etc.�, it is essential to know the mechanical behavior
of rocks under strong shock waves. For example, the effect
of shock waves on the remanent magnetization of basalt can
help for better understanding and interpretation of planetary
magnetic anomalies observed above impact basins.1,2 How-
ever, the evolution of magnetic properties caused by hyper-
velocity impacts can be correlated with mechanical effects
only if the physical response of basalt under such shock
events is well understood.

Compared to widely used plate impact and explosive
shock experimental techniques, high-power laser offers an
incomparable flexibility allowing an easy recovery of
samples �thicker than 3 mm in the present paper� and a wide
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range of experimental settings �such as a possibility of labo-
ratory shock simulation under a controlled background mag-
netic field3�. Besides, a laser can generate a wide range of
shock peak pressures from gigapascals4,5 to terapascals6,7

with different shock durations,8 allowing the simulation of
loading conditions close to those induced by impacts at a
very small scale. By now, very few papers have been pub-
lished using this promising experimental technique of laser
driven shock. Previous results were limited to postmortem
analysis of recovered samples. No material properties could
be really produced and further investigated.9

Some works have been done on mechanical properties of
basalt.10,11 However, they show finally that each rock has
proper properties depending on loadings and sources. So,
they have to be characterized separately for each source and
each loading performed for impact simulations.

This paper presents the evaluation of mechanical prop-
erties of a Pleistocene basalt from France �see below� using

shock waves, generated by pulsed laser in a water confine-
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ment regime �WCR�.12 This study proposes the modeling of
material in reproducing rear free surface velocity �RFSV�
measured by a velocimetry interferometer system for any
reflector �VISAR�. The first part of the paper presents the
experimental setup, and the second part presents a numerical
model used to reproduce experimental rear free surface ve-
locities. The last part highlights and discusses the main re-
sults.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1. It is based
on the configuration typical for investigations of shock
waves, induced by laser in WCR using a VISAR tool. The
numbering on figures corresponds to different parts of the
setup.

The laser shock generator from Quantel Company �1�
�LCD Facility, Poitiers, France� delivers about 25 J in 20 ns
at 1064 nm. The spot diameter is 4 mm, which enables one to
ensure a one-dimensional13 propagation through the target
during the acquisition time. The maximum power density is
6 GW cm−2.

The continuous laser probe for RFSV measurements �4�
is a VERDI model from Coherent Company working at 532
nm with a maximum power of 5 W to light the rear face of
the target �3� covered in front by 1 mm of water. The re-
flected light from the rear free surface is collected by a lens
�6� and a drilled mirror �5� to be focused �6� inside an optical
fiber �7� for transfer to the VISAR �8� �from Valyn Com-
pany�. This tool is based on a Michelson type
interferometer14 and allows velocity measurements from
50 m s−1 to several thousands of m s−1 with a time precision
ranging from 0.5 to 1 ns �according to the velocity range�.

The target sample is a Pleistocene basalt from Chan-
teuges �Haute-Loire, France�. Table I provides some infor-
mation on the properties—parameters of interest for shock-
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup used for investigations of the behavior of basalt
under shock waves, induced by laser in water confinement regime. 1: Laser,
2: water layer for confinement, 3: target, 4: laser probe for rear free surface
velocity of target measurement, 5: drilled mirror, 6: lens, 7: fiber, 8: VISAR.
wave propagation. Density and bulk sound velocity values
come from direct measurement on the sample;3 other values,
presented in Table I, come from numerical simulations per-
formed to reproduce experimental RFSV. The initial basalt
sample is cut using a diamond wire saw into slices �sub-
samples�, whose thickness is between 250 and 3000 �m
�unchangeable within each particular subsample�. For each
target thickness, experiments have been carried out at two
power densities: 1.27�0.13 and 5.42�0.85 GW /cm2. For
thickness higher than 2500 �m, targets can be recovered for
cross-section analysis using a scanning electron microscope
�SEM�.

III. SIMULATION TOOLS

A. Models for laser interaction in WCR

Pressure loadings generated by laser in WCR have been
calculated according to Refs. 15 and 16. Pressure profiles
have been experimentally validated in Ref. 5 with VISAR
RFSV measurements.

The maximum pressure, generated by laser plasma in
WCR, is given by the following relationship:15

P�GPa� = 0.01� �

� + 3
�Z�g cm−2 s−1��I0�GW cm−2� ,

�1�

where � is the fraction of the internal energy devoted to
thermal energy �typically �=0.25�, I0 is the incident power
density, and Z is the reduced shock impedance between
the target and the confining water,

2/Z = 1/Zwater + 1/Ztarget. �2�

For the basalt target in the water confined regime, Zwater

=0.165�106 g cm−2 s−1, Zbasalt=�0C0=Ztarget=1.8
�106 g cm−2 s−1, and Z=3.04�105 g cm−2 s−1.

Figure 2 shows typical pressure loadings used in the
SHYLAC software �see below� computation of shock-wave
propagation in basalt. The pressure duration �45 ns� is about
twice the pulse duration �20 ns� as set up in numerical
models. So, the mean pressure peaks, generated for the two
experimental power densities �1.27�0.13 and

2

TABLE I. Properties of the target basalt.

General properties Basalt

Density �0 �kg m−3�a 3010
Yield strength Y0 �GPa�b 0.200
Shear modulus G �GPa�b 23.8
Mie–Grüneisen coefficient �b 2
Bulk sound velocity C0 �m s−1�a 5960
Material constant sb �2

Damage model parameters
Threshold tension ��O� �GPa�b 0.2
Viscosity constant �k�b 2
Critical volume �Vt1�b 0.041

aMeasured �Ref. 2�.
bUsed to reproduce rear free surface velocity by simulations.
5.42�0.85 GW /cm �, are 1.72 and 3.55 GPa, respectively.
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B. Propagation of shock waves using SHYLAC
software

The SHYLAC software �which is a French abbreviation of
“Simulation Hydrodynamique Lagrangienne des Chocs”�
has been developed at Laboratoire de Combustion et de
Détonique, Futuroscope, France for numerical simulations of
shock-wave propagation in solids. The physics and
computation scheme are detailed in Refs. 17 and 18. SHYLAC

is a one-dimensional finite differences code solving the three
conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy.

The Mie–Grüneisen equation of state was used with a
reference to the single shock Hugoniot. The Hugoniot is
described by the relationship

D = C0 + su , �3�

where D is the shock velocity, C0 is the sound speed at the
initial state, s is the dimensionless material constant, and u is
the material velocity. This empirical equation is based on
experimental shock-wave data first obtained in Ref. 19. An
elastic-plastic behavior is included in the code. The axial
stress component is calculated as

� = − P + 2/3Y0, �4�

where P is the hydrostatic pressure and 2 /3Y0 is the
deviatoric stress �with Y0 being the yield strength�. A
standard linear elastic evolution of solid is used in the Von
Mises condition to find the elastic/plastic boundary: Strain
cannot exceed Y0 / �2G� �where G is the shear modulus� or
deviatoric stress cannot exceed 2 /3Y0.

The dynamic material damage is described with a
continuous kinetic criterion, developed by Kanel.20 The
growth of a damage parameter Vt, corresponding to the
specific volume of voids inside the target, is calculated by

For ��� 	 ��Oe�, dVt/dt = − k sign�P����� − �Oe��Vt

− Vt1� , �5�
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FIG. 2. Typical pressure loadings onto targets used in SHYLAC simulations.
For ��� 
 ��Oe�, dVt/dt = 0, �6�
with �Oe = �O�Vt1/Vt + Vt1� . �7�

The three parameters in the spallation model mean: �O, the
threshold tension from which the damage process starts; k, a
constant depending on the viscosity related to the strain rate;
and Vt1, the critical value of Vt from which the growth rate
accelerates exponentially.

This model has been extensively developed and
validated in the case of spallation induced by laser in Ref.
21. Table I provides the mechanical properties and damage
model parameters for basalt target used for SHYLAC

simulations.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Typical RFSV

Figure 3 shows a typical RFSV for a basalt foil at power
density of 1.27�0.13 GW /cm2. It looks like a typical
profile for spallation phenomena22 induced by laser.4 It can
be separated in two parts: a peak of velocity �155 m/s�,
which is related to the first occurrence of shock wave at the
rear surface, and a constant velocity �120 m/s�, which
corresponds to the flight velocity of the expelled spall. The
last part occurs during the decrease of the first peak velocity.
Figure 3 also shows a comparison with computer
simulations. As seen from Fig. 3, our computation is in good
agreement with the experimental profile. However, the
elastic precursor breaks ahead of the shock-wave front �as
the elastic wave velocity is higher than the plastic wave
velocity� on simulation �60 m/s� but not as clearly on the
experimental profile.

B. Attenuation as a function of thickness

Figure 4 shows the first peak of RFSV versus the
thickness of basalt target for the two power densities. For
both intensities, velocity decreases as thickness increases.
For 5.42�0.85 GW /cm2, velocity decreases from 360 to
150 m/s, from 250 to 3000 �m, respectively. For
1.23�0.13 GW /cm2, velocity drops from 180 to 70 m/s,
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FIG. 3. Typical RFSV for a 500 �m basalt foil at the laser power density of
1.27�0.13 GW /cm2. Comparison with SHYLAC simulation �peak pressure
loading of 1.7 GPa�.
from 250 to 3000 �m, respectively. Computation using
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SHYLAC software is in relatively good agreement with
experiments. Consequently, material properties of basalt
�Table I� could be used for further investigations aiming to
correlate residual effect in material to pressure levels
induced in WCR.

C. Material constant s

Among properties, a negative material constant s is not
conventional �see Table I �s=−2��. It has been already
reported, for example, for Vacaville basalt. A negative
material constant implies a spreading of the front of shock
wave during the propagation inside the material, because
bulk sound velocity is lower with high material velocity �see
Eq. �3��. Present results clearly evidence the spreading of the
shock front. For instance, Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� present typical
RFSVs for basalt targets of 250 and 3000 �m in thickness,
respectively, at the highest power density. The rising times
of the first velocity peak are 38 and 74 ns at 250 and
3000 �m, respectively. The shock front is well reproduced
by simulation, including a negative material constant s.

The validation of this material property can also be
confirmed by the shock-wave mean velocity. It depends on
shock velocity and material constant s, expressed by Eq. �3�.
Figure 6 shows this velocity as a function of thickness of the
target sample for the two loadings of experiments �1.7 and
3.55 GPa�. Curves can be separated in two parts. For the first
part, up to 2000 �m, mean velocity increases as a function
of thickness �e.g., 2400 m/s at 250 �m and 5000 m/s at
1500 �m for 1.7 GPa loadings�. For the second part,
starting from 2000 �m and up, mean velocity saturates at
the bulk velocity C0=5960 m /s �see Table I�. These
variations are in agreement with Eq. �3�. As the material
constant is negative, the shock velocity is clearly below the
bulk velocity. When the thickness increases, the material
velocity decreases �see Fig. 4� due to the shock attenuation,
and so the velocity reaches bulk velocity. Measurements and
SHYLAC simulations have a good correlation, which confirms
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FIG. 4. First peak of RFSV as a function of thickness for basalt at the lowest
and highest loadings. Black circle: experiment at 5.42�0.85 GW /cm2;
straight line corresponds to the simulation at peak pressure loading of 3.55
GPa; open circle: experiment at 1.27�0.13 GW /cm2; dashed line corre-
sponds to the simulation at peak pressure loading of 1.7 GPa.
the plausibility of the model used for simulations.
D. Material heterogeneities

There are some discrepancies between the model and
experiments. �1� In Fig. 4, there are some variations between
simulations and experiments reaching up to 30% �e.g., for
the 750 �m target at the highest power density, SHYLAC

gives 280 m/s against 360 m/s for experiment�; �2� the
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FIG. 5. Typical RFSV at the lowest laser power density of
5.42�0.85 GW /cm2 for �a� 250 and 3000 �m basalt foils. �b� Comparison
with SHYLAC simulations �peak pressure loading of 3.5 GPa�.
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elastic precursor ahead of the shock wave does not appear
clearly on the experimental profile for thick target �see Figs.
5�a� and 5�b��. However, for the thickest target �Figs. 5�a�
and 5�b��, the elastic precursor is longer than that for the
thinnest target. Indeed, it has a velocity lower than the
shock-wave one22 and propagates ahead the shock wave for
longer time with thicker target.

These differences could be due to material
heterogeneities. Indeed, this basalt has a crystallized matrix
with an intergranular texture containing different minerals
�e.g., clinopyroxene, plagioclase, olivine, and opaque
minerals, among others�, whose properties could be very
different. This basalt also contains about 5% of
phenocrystals �mainly olivine and clinopyroxene in equal
proportion, and some rare opaque minerals�, which are up to
1.5 mm in size. It is obvious that a numerical model cannot
take into account these small-scale heterogeneities.

E. Damage models

SHYLAC predicts the damage location inside the target
which can be compared with the experimental one as in Fig.
7. Figure 7�a� shows a SEM image of a recovered sample of
3000 �m irradiated by the lowest power density
�1.27�0.13 GW /cm2�. The laser beam comes from the
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FIG. 7. �a� Image by SEM of a cross section of 3000 �m basalt foil at laser
power density of 1.27�0.13 GW /cm2; �b� corresponding rate of void, cal-
culated using SHYLAC software at time of 700 ns from the irradiation of
1.27�0.13 GW /cm2 �peak pressure loading: 1.7 GPa�. Laser beam comes
from bottom �location: 0 �m�. Rear free surface is on the top.
bottom of the sample. Three areas can be observed. The first
area is up to 250 �m from the rear free surface. The basalt
sample is expelled by the damage process: There is no more
material left. The second area is close to 600 �m from the
rear surface: A fracture along the surface occurs without any
expulsion of material. In the third area, at 700 �m from the
rear surface, a deep fracture is generated. It propagates
toward the front surface. Figure 7�b� presents the
computation of rate of void as a function of thickness for
loading, which corresponds to that in Fig. 7�a� �peak
pressure loading of 1.7 GPa�. Three main void locations are
also clearly evidenced at the same location as those observed
on cross section in Fig. 7�a�: 200, 600, and 750 �m.
However, the code does not reproduce the fracture going up
to the front surface. Indeed, the propagation of the fracture
could be produced at longer time than this simulation �700
ns�. It is obvious that a one-dimensional and one damage
model is not adapted to treat accurately this case of
fractures. To be computed correctly, it necessitates the use of
multidimensional models. However, both damage location
and RFSV are in agreement with experiments and validate
the damage model, used in simulations for the time scale of
experiments. For further investigations concerning residual
effect, induced by laser shocks, the best way is to use thicker
samples to avoid damage processes, induced near the rear
free surface.3

V. CONCLUSIONS

The behavior of basalt under shock induced by laser in
WCR is investigated in detail. Numerical simulations using
SHYLAC software reproduce experimental measurements of
RFSV for loadings under 6 GPa and initial duration in the
range of 50 ns. Under these conditions, the set of parameters
for the constitutive elastoplastic law and Hugoniot descrip-
tion evidence the main features of propagation demonstrated
by laboratory experiments: a decrease of shock velocity
when shock pressure increases, leading to a spreading of
compression instead of a stiffening as in most of materials.
With these parameters, the decay of the initial loading can be
reproduced after propagation within a few millimeters. Con-
cerning the damaging of the basalt upon traction, induced by
shock-wave propagation, an average estimate can be pro-
vided with Kanel’s model for locating coarsely the damaged
zone and reproducing the corresponding RFSV. All these
data can be used for further works aiming to correlate re-
sidual effect in basalt to pressure levels induced by water
confined laser-matter.
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